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## DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
### WEEKLY REPORT
#### Nov. 18 – 24, 2007

## 1. TRESPASSING ARREST   SOUTH WEST HALL   111807
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male who loiters in the area and is now in the building. Officer located the subject who was arrested at 12:23 AM for trespassing. Subject was transported to the county jail.

## 2. ALCOHOL TRANSPORT   PUBLIC SAFETY   111807
Officers assisted a male subject who needed medical attention from a fall. Officer determined the subject had been drinking. Medics responded and transported the subject to a local hospital.

## 3. THEFT   ATHLETICS   111807
Staff reported a cart apparently abandoned on the walkway. Cart belonged to Athletics and returned. Officer initiated a report due to property damage.

## 4. SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   KNOLES HALL   111807
Officers responded to a report of fireworks between Knoles & Grace. Officers were unable to determine the source.

## 5. SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   OFF CAMPUS   111907
Officer assisted a male subject who reported someone had accessed his computer and has received threatening e-mail for approximately 3 weeks.

## 6. WARRANT ARREST   MC CAFFREY CENTER   111907
Officers assisted a female subject at Tiger Grocery who requested their response. Officers arrested a male subject at the scene for two outstanding warrants. The subject was cited and released.

## 7. TRAFFIC ACCIDENT   DAVE BRUBECK WAY   111907
Officer responded to a report of an accident. Officer reported no injuries and no damage to either vehicle. No report taken.

## 8. THEFT   CARTER HOUSE   111907
Victim reported his bicycle was stolen from the front of his resident. Officer initiated a report.

## 9. WARRANT ARREST   PACIFIC & KNOLES   111907
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. At 10:34 PM officer advised one in custody on an outstanding felony warrant charge.

## 10. AUTO BURGLARY   LOT 19   112007
Officer located a vehicle with a broken window. Victim later called Public Safety and reported the items missing from the vehicle. Officer initiated a report.

11...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT HUMAN RESOURCES 112007
Staff reported political material left in mailboxes, locked offices and the lobby area of the building. Officer responded and initiated a report.

12...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT STAGG WAY 112007
Victim reported his vehicle was struck while parked. Officer responded and initiated a report.

13...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT BROOKSIDE RD 112007
Officer reported a non-injury traffic accident. Both parties exchanged insurance information.

14...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT PACIFIC AVE 112007
Officer reported an injury accident. Injured refused medical. Vehicle was towed.

15...THEFT FARLEY HOUSE 112007
Victim reported his phone stolen while visiting a friend. Officer initiated a report.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT WOODBRIDGE 112107
Officer initiated a checkout of a male juvenile. Juvenile had a small amount of marijuana that was confiscated and destroyed. Officer transported the juvenile to his residence.

17...CASUALTY GRACE COVELL 112107
Officer responded to a report of an ill female. Female was transported to Cowell Wellness for treatment.

18...FORGERY FINANCE CENTER 112107
Officers are investigating a report of two counterfeit checks created with the University’s address.

19...BURGLARY OFF CAMPUS 112307
Victim (Pacific student) reported his off campus residence was burglarized while he was out of state. Victim returned and met with the officer who initiated a report.

20...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT MENDOCINO 112307
SPD reported a suspicious male, throwing things in the roadway. Officer responded and was unable to locate the subject.

21...WARRANT ARREST CALAVERAS RIVER 112307
Officer stopped a vehicle for an expired registration and the passenger ran from the vehicle. He was apprehended after jumping in the Calaveras River. Officer
cited the driver and the passenger was arrested at 4:28 PM for two outstanding warrants and transported to the county jail.